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Timelines WNB & JMH
1940        Birth year WNB   

1948                                                                          Birth year JMH

1971        Thesis WNB:   WSRT calibration

1973        WNB to SRZM                                            WNB member of JMH’s thesis committee

1977                                                                          Thesis JMH

1982                                                                          JMH employed at SRZM

1992        WNB leaves for CSIRO/ATNF Sydney

2004        WNB returns via MC Reintegration grant
               to Groningen (and Dwingeloo) as 
               professor in ‘Radio Synthesis Techniques 
               and Signal Processing’

2017       emeritus  and office mate                              almost emeritus and office mate

overlap
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Citation from David Baneke’s
‘de ONTDEKKERS van de HEMEL

or:   what others say about you

About Wim Brouw
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The Landscape in the late 70’s
University Astronomy Departments in:

- Leiden
- Groningen
- Amsterdam
- Utrecht

Stichting Radio Straling van Zon en Melkweg (SRZM) under ZWO 
   Institute for development of radio astronomical facilities 
   in Leiden and Dwingeloo

Commissie Geofysica en Ruimte Onderzoek (GROC) under KNAW
   Laboratorium voor Ruimte Onderzoek (LRO) in Utrecht and
   smaller Ruimte Onderzoek groups in Groningen and Leiden
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The Landscape in the late 70’s
Sectie Sterrenkunde van de Academische Raad

   Dagelijks Bestuur:  Nederlands Comite Astronomie (NCA)
   
     Six members, of which four from the university institutes
     plus advisory members from GROC and SRZM

     Tasks:  -  guidance and development of a national research policy 
               -  contacts with foreign and international organisations (IAU)

‘Uitgebreid NCA’ (17 members, since 1976):  to evaluate
   research proposals and advice ZWO regarding project subsidies 

Formation of the ‘Landelijke Werkgemeenschappen’ in 1977:
   Sun and Stars,  ISM and  Galaxies
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Changes in 1979
ZWO and the NCA decided in 1978 to establish ASTRON,
     the ‘Stichting Astronomisch Onderzoek in Nederland’

ASTRON’s charter:

- development of long term strategy for Dutch astronomy
- allocation of funds to research projects
- advise ZWO about SRZM’s budget and planning
- advise KNAW about future of GROC

The first annual report also details the relation to
   ZWO’s other astronomy foundation,  SRZM
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Changes in 1979

interesting reading
from the ASTRON 
Annual Report 1979
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SRZM’s activities
- operation of  WSRT including calibration and imaging of the data

           (first in Leiden,  then also in Dwingeloo and Groningen)
- operation of the Dwingeloo 25m telescope
- development of new instrumentation for the WSRT 
- development of new techniques for radio astronomy in general

           (VLBI, cooled receivers, mm-receivers, digital correlators, phased 
            array systems, CCD - controllers)

Most staff at SRZM were engineers and technicians, few astronomers

In the late 70’s a few astronomers were appointed to liaise with the 
engineers and the astronomers at the university institutes.

In the 80’s more postdocs were hired who added to this liaison 
capability
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New ASTRON / New NFRA?
In 1988: 

- ASTRON and SRZM have worked well together
- University budgets shrink
- UK/NL collaboration commitments largely borne by SRZM
- ZWO made a transition to NWO

The ASTRON and SRZM Boards together with the ZWO/NWO 
general Board discussed a merger of both organisations into
one foundation named ASTRON in Dutch and NFRA in English.

This new ASTRON started  formally January 1,  1989.

The national coordinating role remained with the NCA 
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ASTRON in transition
In 1990 plans were made to reorganise the management structure

   reasons:  vague management structure,  too high pressure on
   personnel,  lack of focus/selection,  dwindling support from the 
   astronomical community for some projects, …

New structure in place in 1991,  first General Director H.R. Butcher

Projects got a project scientist from a university institute or ASTRON       
      and a project manager from ASTRON

Projects at the time:  PUMA,  Newstar,  MFFE and work for UK/NL

Emerging Projects:   DZB,  IVC,  PHAROS/FARADAY,  THEA,  ……  
LOFAR,  SKA
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Examples of collaborative projects
The 80 channel spectrometer

PUMA

SCUBA   DREAM

SCASIS

converting 4 polarisations and 20 baselines into
a 8 channel and 10 baselines spectral line engine

seeing cell aperture synthesis interference spectrograph 

A&A, 31, 71, 1974
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Concentrating Optical Instrumentation
optical instrumentation efforts, important for the 
UK/NL collaboration and ESO were too scattered 
with workshops in Utrecht, Leiden, Roden 

in 1981 the Leiden and Groningen efforts were brought 
together to form the Kapteyn Sterrenwacht Werkgroep (KSW) 
at the Kapteyn Sterrenwacht in Roden.  

in 1995 the Kapteyn Sterrenwacht Werkgroep (KSW) moved to 
and got integrated into ASTRON.   Both the ASTRON workshop 
and the KSW had already been collaborating intensively. 

Projects:   WHT: UES and HHS,   INT:  WFC,    VLT:  VISIR
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Emergence of NOVA
In 1992 the Ministry initiated the formation of ‘Onderzoekscholen’ 
and Dutch astronomy proposed and got formal KNAW approval 
for the Nederlandse Onderzoekschool Voor Astronomie, NOVA

In 1998 the Ministry started the ‘Dieptestrategie’ and provided 
funding for the best ‘Onderzoekscholen’ and NOVA successfully 
acquired the predicate ‘Toponderzoekschool’ and was the highest 
ranked ‘Onderzoekschool’ to receive funding.  This particular 
funding line continues to date and will conclude in 2024. 

NOVA positioned itself as the home base for ESO in terms of 
instrumentation efforts. 
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Into the next millennium
1999:    50th anniversary of NFRA
            reorganisation of NWO 

• project subsidies will be administered bij NWO’s 
Exact Sciences council

• ASTRON (and SRON) directly under the NWO 
General Board

• all UK/NL responsibility will rest with NWO’s 
Exact Sciences council

So at the turn of the century the astronomy organisations are:

ASTRON,   SRON,   NOVA,   NWO Exact Sciences

with the NCA as coordinating body

(N.B. again in 2016) 
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ASTRON now and in the future

in 2007 NWO forced ASTRON to focus on radio astronomy

- NOVA takes over the entire optical instrumentation group
- the scientific staff at ASTRON expands
- many more joint PhD projects than ever before

development of Aperture Array technology leads to new 
challenging projects:   LOFAR,   Apertif,   eventually SKA

limited funding forces the users to contribute to developing the 
tools for data processing:  LOFAR,   Apertif  

and to find funding for additional hardware:  
              AARTFAAC for LOFAR and ARTS for Apertif

This appears to be the new situation that ASTRON and the 
Universities are now slowly getting used to. 
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WSRT + APERTIF

Radio Astronomy:  new windows on the 
universe and a complex data challenge

LOFAR

Square Kilometre Array
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WSRT + APERTIF

Radio Astronomy:  new windows on the 
universe and a complex data challenge

LOFAR

Square Kilometre Array

Let’s continue to do this together


